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A mobility REVOLUTION is coming to North
America
Mobility professionals will gather in New York on November 12th for

REVOLUTION Connected NYC: the networking conference for the mobility

industry

New York City, October 17, 2019 — At this moment thousands of cleantech experts are

joining forces to create sustainable solutions for the transportation industry. At REVOLUTION

Connected NYC, a local edition of the annual REVOLUTION Conferences in Amsterdam, we

celebrate this moment. On November 12th in New York City, all focus will be on the state of EV

and clean energy in North America.
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The future of sustainable transport

The primary focus of the day will be sustainable transportation, but the discussions will span

the entirety of clean energy, mobility and cleantech. Everything from greener grids and battery

storage solutions to rethinking the urban commute, this event will explore every innovative

avenue that mobility might take. Where is electric transportation going to be in the next 20

years, and how will it impact our ability to lead a more sustainable existence? REVOLUTION

Connected NYC aims to answer that question.

Why attend

Speakers and guests from all across the transportation and energy industries will be in

attendance — BloombergNEF, Harley-Davidson, Zero Motorcycles, Energica, Bonnier Media,

The Mobility House, Bishop Ranch, NRTC, The Port Authority of NY & NJ, ConEdison, MTA

New York City Transit, Hawaiian Electric, ENGIE Impact, and EVBox.

"REVOLUTION events have become a hallmark of the eMobility industry, and
we are very excited to be bring its energetic and inspirational atmosphere to
North America with REVOLUTION Connected NYC." 
— Mark Henderson, Head of Sales, EVBox North America

Interested in attending as press? Please send a message to

sam.bourne@evbox.com to receive exclusive press access.

 

About REVOLUTION:

Thousands of clean-tech experts have joined forces in creating sustainable solutions for

mobility. We celebrate this movement during REVOLUTION, the annual networking and idea-

sharing conference for the mobility industry and beyond.

 

REVOLUTION 2020 Conference takes place on March 31, 2020 in Amsterdam.

Find out more at revolutionconference.com

 

REVOLUTION Connected NYC takes place on November 12, 2019 in New York City.

Find out more at revolutionconnected.com
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ABOUT EVBOX

EVBox is the leading global manufacturer of electric vehicle charging stations and charging management
software. With an installed base of over 85,000 charging points across more than 55 countries worldwide,
EVBox drives sustainable mobility, by bringing durable electric vehicle charging solutions to the world. Since
March 2017, EVBox is a part of ENGIE. In 2018, EVBox acquired ultra-fast charging station manufacturer
EVTronic, adding 700 previously installed fast charging stations to its European network.
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